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I. THE CHARACTERIZATION 
A sequence {P,(X)} (n = 0, 1, e-e) of polynomials is called a polynomial set 
(hereafter p.s.) if each P,(X) is of degree n (i.e., exactly n). Let a(~) be a func- 
tion of bounded variation on the finite or infinite interval (a, b), such that 
the moments 
s b an = x”da(x) (?I = 0, 1, *.*) (l-1) a 
exist, with 01s # 0. A p.s. {P,(X)} is an orthogonal set (OS.) relative to a(~) if 
1” P,(x) x”da(x) 1; ;; : 2 ;; 
a 
It is known that P,(X) then has the representation 
f’,(x) = An 
with A, # 0. 
, A, zt 
(1.2) 
#O (n= 1,2, *a.) 
We propose to characterize in terms of their generating functions those 
p.s. that are o.s., and then to show the usefulness of this result as a tool by 
giving two applications. Let {P,(x)} be a p.s. Any formal power series of the 
form 
m  
G(x, t) = 2 Q,(x) tn (c, #= 0 for all n) 
0 
(1.3) 
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is termed a generating function of {Z’,(X)}. F or our purpose we do not require 
that there be a domain of convergence (although a choice of {cn} can be 
made for which G(x, t) is an entire function in X, f). 
If we rewrite (1.3) as a formal power series in x: 
G(x, t) = 2 e(t) x” (l-4) 
0 
then each &t) is a formal power series of the form 
P),(t) = Ltn + hz,n+ltn+l + .** (b,, f 0 for all n). (1.4’) 
And conversely, (1.4), (1.4’) imply (1.3), where {P,(X)} is a p.s. We may 
therefore call either one of (1.3), (1.4) with (1.4’) a generating function for 
the p.s. {P,(x)}. 
In obtaining our characterization of O.S. we shall first proceed formally, 
using generating function series that may not converge and performing 
operations like termwise integration of such series. We shall then validate 
the conclusions reached. 
Let {P,(x)} be an O.S. relative to a(.~) and let a generating function be given 
by (1.3) (hence also (1.4)). Set 
R(s, t) = 2 rmnsv’ = 1” G(x, t) (2 (xs)~) dor(x). (1.5) 
WL.?Z=O a 0 
Then from (1.2) we have 
1 = 0, m < n; rmn # 0, m = n. 
Using (1.4) for G(x, t) we get 
V.6) 
If we express series (1.8) as a power series in t, then (1.6) implies that a,(t) 
is a polynomial of degree exactly m; i.e., {am(t)} is a p.s. 
Conversely, let {PJx)} be a p.s. with a generating function (1.4) (so that 
(1.4’) holds), and suppose {OWL(t)} as g iven by (1.8) is formally a p.s. for some 
choice of the constants {a,}. Note that the condition Do(t) = constant # 0 
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uniquely determines {a,,}, with CX,, # 0. It is easily seen from the way that 
{cn} enters into the functions {v,,(t)> that {s} is independent of the choice 
of {cm} in the generating function. We now use a theorem due to Boas 
([l-4)]. To every sequence {(yn} (n = 0, 1, se*) f o real numbers there corresponds 
a function o(x) of bounded variation on (0, a) such that 
s 
m x”dol(x) = 01, (n = 0, 1, . ..). 
0 
Let a(x) be the function of this theorem corresponding to the set {oI,,) 
determined by Qo(t) = constant # 0. Relative to this a(x) define the series 
R(s, t) by (1.5). Then R is also given by (1.7), and our assumption that 
(@,Jt)} is a p.s. implies that (1.6) holds. This in turn implies (1.2). Thus, 
{P,(x)} is an O.S. relative to a(x). To sum up, we have 
THEOREM 1.1. Let the p.s. {P,,(x)} have the generating function (1.4) where 
p),(t) has the form (1.4’). Then {P,,(x)} is an O.S. if and only if when {an} is 
determined by the condition Qo(t) = constant # 0, then for all m the formal 
series (1.8) for Q,(t) reduces to a polynomial of degree exactly m. And in this 
case {an} is the set of moments for the weight function corresponding to {P,(x)}. 
REMARK. We shall need the following variation of Theorem 1.1; that it 
holds will be clear from the above argument: 
The condition 
s 
b P,(x) x”dor(x) = 0 (k<n;n= 1,2;**) (1.2’) 
a 
holds ! f  and only if Q,(t) is a polynomial of degree < m for each m. 
We now validate the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. Let {P,(x)} be an O.S. 
relative to a(x). Let 
G,(x, t) = 5 c,P,(x) tn 
n=b 
be the kth section of (1.3), and for q > k let 
Rk,(S, t) = jb G~(x, t) 2 (XS)” da(x). 
a 0 
Then 
R&s, t) = 2 r,,,s*t” (summed on m = 0 to q, n = 0 to k) (1.11) 
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where Y mn is as in (1.5), so that (1.6) holds. We also have 
G&, t) = 2 R&) xn, 
0 
9”+(t) = bn,P + ‘.. + b& (?z = 0, 1, ....) ), 
the bni’s being as in (1.4’). Hence 
&,(s, t> = 2 %+m %dt) sm. (m = 0 to q, n = 0 to k). 
If we set 
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(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
then (1.6) implies that Q&t) = polynomial of degree m (m = 0, 1, -*-, n). 
Now the condition Gmo(t) = constant # 0 leads to the same recurrence 
relations for coo , CL~ , -a-, (Ye as does the condition so(t) = constant; and since 
K can be taken arbitrarily large, we conclude that {an} (n = 0, 1, **-) must 
satisfy the relation Qo(t) = constant. A similar argument shows that for 
each m, cln satisfies the condition G,,,(t) = polynomial of degree m. This 
gives us the necessary part of Theorem 1.1. For the sufficiency, the set 
(~1 whose choice is assumed to make a,(t) a polynomial of degree m (all m), 
determines a function LX(X) by the Boas theorem. Also, Gm(t) of degree m 
implies that G&t) is of degree m. So (1.6) holds, and hence so does (1.2). 
This makes {P,(x)} an O.S. 
From here on we shall again use formal series, omitting the justification 
(which can be argued as above). One can pose a general problem on poly- 
nomial sets: Given two classes &, 9 of p.s., determine or characterize those 
sets that belong simultaneously to both classes. To illustrate the power 
of Theorem 1.1 we shall solve two instances of this problem; namely, when 
LS’ is the class of O.S. and L% is respectively: (i) the class of p.s. satisfying a 
linear differential equation; (ii) the class of p.s. of type zero. These two cases 
were solved by different methods (the first by Krall ([5]), the second by 
Sheffer ([6])); the present method of generating functions appears to be 
more direct. Other applications will be discussed elsewhere. 
II. ORTHOGONALPOLYNOMIALS SATISFYING A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Consider the differential equation 
L[y] EZ *Q&) y(j)(x) = Ay(x) 
1 
(2.1) 
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4 = [nl, UT + [4,-l %l + *em + [4 a1 (2.2) 
where 
where 
and 
[n], = n(n - 1) *a* (n - Y + 1). 
It is known (and is easily verified) that: (i) for X f A, (n = 0, 1, a**) the only 
polynomial solution of (2.1) is y = 0; (ii) for h = A, there is a polynomial 
solution y = P,(X), and it is unique to within an arbitrary constant multiple, 
and P,, is of degree n. Thus, (2.1) has a p.s. (Pa(x)} of solutions. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {Pn(x)} be the p.s. of solutions of (2.1). Then u(x, t) = 
P,(x) t” sutisjies the partial d~@-rentiul equation 
*e,(x) D&(x, t) = % u#‘Df(x, t) (II; ZE &j . (2.3) 
1 1 
PROOF. Both sides are seen to have the value X,FP,(x). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the p.s. (P,(x)} satisfy (2.1), and let {H,(x)} be a p.s. 
Then the generating function G(x, t) = Er H,(x) t” satisfies equation (2.3) 
if and only if H,(x) = cnPn(x) (n = 0, 1, ..a). 
PROOF. If G satisfies (2.3) then on substituting in we obtain 
ZL[HJ tn = 2 h,H,(x) t”, 
0 0 
so {H,(X)} satisfies (2.1). Hence {cn> exists such that H, = c,P, . Conversely, 
if H, = c,P, then from Lemma 2.1 we see that G satisfies (2.3). 
COROLLARY. Let the p.s. {P,(x)} satisfy (2.2) and let G(x, t), {am} be 
given by (1.3), (I.4), (1.4’). Then 
(2.4) 
The proof is immediate. 
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Suppose {P,(x)} is an O.S. that also satisfies (2.1). Let {Dm(t)> be given by 
(1.8). We know (Theorem 1.1) that Qm(t) is a polynomial of degree m (all m). 
Define 
Yk(t) = 2 aiti @f’ (t) (R = 0, 1, . ..). (2.5) 
1 
Then Yk(t) is a polynomial of degree < R. From (1.8) and the result of 
equating coefficients of like powers of x in (2.4) we find that 
yk(t) = 3 %+k 1% 
n=o 1 
(2.6) 
where 
%Z = 2 b~&s%+k + qs,s-l%+k-1 + qs,s-2%+k--2 + **’ + qs.s--T%+k--T) 
s=1 (2.7) 
(qij = 0 for j < 0). 
Now Qo(t) = constant 3 Ye(t) G 0, so we conclude from (1.4’) that 
ysYon = 0 (all n). This gives us the recurrence relation 
Yon = 2 Mks% + !Is.s-1%-l+ ... + 4S,S--T%J = 0 (n = 1, 2, a-.) 
S=l 
(2.8) 
The coefficient of an in (2.8) is precisely A, , which is nonzero for 12 > 0, 
so (2.8) successively and uniquely determines 01~ , 0~~ a-* once 0~~ is chosen 
(# 0). For K = 1 we readily check that 
where 
(2.9) 
YL = Y1n - Y?ll. (2.10) 
Since the left side in (2.9) is of degree < 1, then 
A2 = Ylla - Ym = 0, n > 2. (2.11) 
In general, for each K > 0 we have 
dn SE Ykn - ,%k = 0, ?l>,k+l. (2.12) 
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For this is true when K = 1, and assuming it true for j = 1,2, *me, K - 1, 
we shall prove it for j = K. By direct substitution we find that 
= 2 hn - md nit) + [- YOPPOW + 2 (rks - ~sr) s(t)] . (2.13) 
n>k+l 1 
(Here ai = 0 if j > r). Since y ,,k = 0, our induction assumption implies 
that the bracket has the value zero; and since the left side of (2.13) is a poly- 
nomial of degree < K, we conclude that (2.12) holds. 
Relations (2.8) and (2.12) (K = 1, 2, a**) constitute an infinite system of 
recurrence relations that {an} satisfies. Fortunately these relations are not 
all independent, as we now show. We use the following purely arithmetic 
identity proved in [5, pp. 711, 7121: 
LEMMA 2.3. For n, k > 0, 
Ms - Ms = (n - 4 2 (” - ; - ‘) [n + k - 2p - l]s+,-l 
p=o 
* (- 1)” Ml w, 3 (2.14) 
where we dejine Li]* = 0 for q < 0. 
Note that the series is actually finite since every term is zero when p 2 s/2. 
We shall likewise write other finite series as though they were infinite, as this 
makes it simpler to change the order of summation. From (2.7) we obtain 
(2.15) 
where qss = a,; qsssmj = 0 if s > r or j > s; (Y* = 0 for q < 0; so using 
(2.14): 
,& = (n - k) 2 j$2 (” -; - ‘) [n + k - 2p - 118--2+ 
p=o s=1 I=0 
Define 
. (- 1)’ b], PI, ~~,~-~%+k-~~ (2.16) 
s,(n) = *=$+l (” -; - ‘) b - 2P - Lll--1 * z !?s.u-+%a-~ * (2.17) j-0 
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Then 
YL-k = (n - 24 p% (- 1P [n - Al, M, qb+ (2.18) 
This too is a finite sum, since from (2.17) we see that 
S,(n) = 0 (2p + 1 > r). (2.19) 
Now [n], = [kls = 0 for s > max (K, n), so in (2.15) the sum in s does not 
go beyond max (K, n); and (2.17) h s ows then that we can restrict p in (2.18) 
to satisfy 
2p + 1 < max (k, n - K). (2.20) 
LEMMA 2.4. S,(n) = 0 for all n, p satisfying 2p + 1 < r, n 3 2p + 1 
ifandonlyify~,,~,=Oforalln,kforwhich2k+1~n;n=1,2,~~~. 
PROOF (Necessity). From (2.19), (2.20) and the hypothesis we see that 
every term in the series (2.18) is zero when 2/z + 1 < n; n = 1,2, se., so 
$+k = 0. Sufficiency: r& = n&(n) from (2.18) so S,(n) = 0 for n > 1. 
Assume that S,(n)=Ofor 29+1<r, n>2q+l and for q=O,l;*., 
p - 1. Then s,(n) = 0 for n > 2(p - 1) + 1 = 2p- 1. From ~;c*,+~ = 0 
we then get 
0 = 2 (- I)* [n - 42 WI, %W (n >, 2p - 1). 
Q=P 
Take k = p: 
For n > 2k + 1 = 2p + 1 then, s,(n) = 0, as we wished to show. 
We have so far established 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) A sequence (a,,} satisfies all of the recurrence relations 
(2.8)) (2.12) (n = 1, 2, se*) ;f and only if it satisfies the jinite set of recurrence 
relations 
S,(n) = 0 (3 + 1 G r; 71 > 2P + 1). (2.21) 
(ii) If (P,(x)} is an O.S. that satisjies the differential equation (2.1) then the 
corresponding montents {a,,} satisfy (2.21). 
We now consider to what extent (ii) is sufficient. Let the p.s. {P,,(X)> 
satisfy equation (2.1) and let it have the generating function (1.4). Assume 
further that the relations (2.21) are consistent, so that (by (i) of Lemma 2.5) 
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there exists a sequence {an} with 01s # 0 that satisfies (2.8) and (2.12) 
(n = 1,2, **a). Define {QmL(t)} by (1.8) and {‘y,z(t)} by (2.5); then (2.6), (2.7) 
hold, as also does (2.13). We shall need 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  S(t) is a polynomial of degree k with S(0) = 0, then the 
most general (formal) power series that satisJies the equation 
2 a$k(j)(t) = S(t) ({ai} as in (2.1)) 
1 
(2.22) 
is a polynomial of degree k, and it is unique to within an arbitrary additive 
constant. 
PROOF. Setting u(t) = 2 c,tn/n!, S(t) = C: s#/j! we find that ca is arbitrary; 
c, = s,J& (n = 1, e-e, k); c, = 0, n > k. 
Take k = 0 in (2.6). Since yan = 0, therefore Y,,(t) = 0; so by Lemma 2.6, 
O,,(t) E constant. If so(t) = 0 then (1.8) would give us (Y, = 0 (all n). But 
01s # 0, so $(t) = constant # 0. Now take k = 1 in (2.6), (2.12) and (2.13), 
this last relation reducing to (2.9). Since rl*, = 0 (n > 2), the left side of (2.9) 
is identically zero, so u = C+(t) satisfies the equation. 
z ’ a&N(t) - a,u(t) = qloQO(t) (= constant). 
1 
The only (formal) power series solutions are found to be the polynomials 
c,, + c,t (co determined, cr arbitrary); so Ql(t) is a polynomial of degree 
< 1. (The fact that here, and similarly with @a , a**, we cannot for certainty 
specify the exact degree will require later attention.) 
Suppose it has been established that Q?;(t) is a polynomial of degree < j 
for all j < k - 1. We shall show that this is also true for j = k. The condi- 
tions (2.12) tell us that the left side of (2.13) is identically zero, so that 
u = &(t) satisfies the equation 
i) a&(j)(t) - {a,[k], + 1.. + a~[&) u(t) = s(t) 1 
where S(t) is a polynomial of degree < k - 1. It is again easily seen that the 
only (formal) power series solutions have the form u(t) = c,, + c,t + a.* c,tk 
(only clc arbitrary). Hence QPk(t) is of degree < k. 
We have now shown that {tDm(t)> is a sequence of polynomials with degree 
D,(t) < m(Q),,(t) = constant # 0). By the remark following Theorem 1.1 
we can conclude that (1.2’) holds. Thus, conditions (2.21) are necessary 
and sufficient that the p.s. {P%(x)}, which is assumed to satisfy (2.1), also has 
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property (1.2’). To satisfy all the conditions (1.2), as noted in Section I 
below the relations (1.2), we must further assume that d, # 0. We therefore 
have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the p.s. {P,(x)} satisfr the differential equation (2.1). 
Then (Pri(x)} is also an O.S. if and only if 
(i) The recurrence relations (2.21) have a common solution (an} with 
%J # 0. 
(ii) d, # 0 (n = 1, 2, a--). 
These conditions are precisely the ones obtained by Krall [5, p. 7171. 
III. TYPE ZERO SET~THAT ARE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
As shown in [6, p. 5951, the p.s. {P,(x)} is of type zero if and only if it has a 
generating function of the form 
G(x, t) = A(t) eaH(t) = 2 0 P,x tn (3.1) 
0 
where A(t), H(t) are formal power series 
A(t) = 2 a&“, H(t) = z h&n 
0 1 
(3.2) 
with a,h, # 0. If G is expressed in the form (1.4) then 
pn(t) = A(t) H”(t)/n!; 
so from (1.8) we have 
(3.3) 
G,(t) = A(t) 2 ol,+JP(t)~n! (m = 0, 1, es.). (3.4) 
0 
By theorem 1.1, {P,(x)} is an O.S. if and only if {@Jt)} is a p.s.: 
Let J(t) be the formal power series inverse of H(t): 
242 
Then 
Set 
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(3.6) 
0 
Then 
= A*(t) vlo + wwwb , (3.8) 
d2A*(t)p = 2 Al,+, tw = A*(t) (ezo + e2m + e22wwoo. (3.9) 
0 
From (3.8) we get 
A*‘(t)lA*(t) = UlO + u 11 J(t), ho = e 10 /e 00 Y 011 = 0 11 le 00 ) * (3.10) 
Differentiating and eliminating A*“/A* from the resulting equation and 
(3.9) we get 
J’(t) = (120 + u21m + u22J2W (3.11) 
for certain constants uS . Thus, if the zero-type set (P,(x)} is an o.s., then 
(3. IO), (3.11) hold for suitable constants uii . 
Conversely, suppose {P,(x)> is a p.s. of type zero, for which the corres- 
ponding functions J(t), A(t) satisfy (3.11) and (3.10) (the latter by way of 
(3.7), choosing 0,, as a nonzero constant) for some choice of ufi . From (3.7) 
we uniquely determine {an}, with a0 # 0. Let a(x) be the Boas weight 
function corresponding to {a,}, and let {@,Jt)} be given by (1.8), which is to 
say, by (3.4). Then we see from (3.7) that 
aott) = A(t) 2 amwyt)/d = A(t) A*(H(t)) = A(t) [e,/fqtyj = e, f 0 
0 
Also from (3.4), 
@1(/W = 4JW) 2 a,+1 P/n! = A(J(t)) ffA*(t)/dt, 
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which by (3.10) equals 
4.m)) A*(t) (%I + %J(t)) = 4lo(% + %lw); 
So @i(t) is a polynomial of degree < 1. 
In general, G,,(t) is a polynomial of degree < m. For this is true for 
m = 0, 1. Assume it true through m - 1; to prove for m. Now 
@mm> = NW) z: %+?n 
n 
tw = 4JW) $ [~jn-1(J(t))/A(J(t))l, 
and by our induction hypothesis, 
Hence 
@,-1(t) = cg + c,t + ... + cm-p-. 
Since the brace equals ur,, + uJ(t) and J’(t) satisfies (3.11), we see that 
GwL(t) is a polynomial of degree < m. This completes the induction. 
We conclude (as in Section II) that {P&c)} has the property (1.2’); and 
that if A,, # 0 (A, as in 5 1) then all the conditions of (1.2) hold. So we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the p.s. {P,(x)} be of type zero with corresponding 
functions J(t), A(t). Then (P,(x)} is an O.S. o 
(i) J(t), A(t) satisfy equations (3.11), (3.10) for some choice of the con- 
stants uij . 
(ii) A, # 0 (aZZ n). 
Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold, We can explicitly solve 
(3.11), (3.10), (3.7) for J(t), A(t) and hence also obtain H(t). One considers 
five cases: (1) uzl = u2a = 0; (2) uar # 0, us2 = 0; (3) ura # 0, 6 = 0; 
(4) %2 # 0, 6 > 0; (5) u22 # 0, 6 < 0. Here 6 = u& - 4u2,u2,. As the 
expressions for J, A, H are given (in different notation) in [6, p. 6141, we shall 
not state them here. (However, it is to be noted that Case II, , page 613 of 
[6] should be divided into two subcases according to whether y2 + 4~ is 
positive or negative.) 
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